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Dawn patrol  Oliver White (left) and David Tate hunt for bones off Abaco. Want to join? Turn to page 81.

When the weather turns, Southerners head to the woods and 
water. To celebrate the season, we follow a legendary coon dog into 
the Appalachian Mountains, visit the home of one of the world’s 
finest gun makers, and scope out your next sporting adventure—
from the perfect bonefish lodge to a quail hunter’s paradise
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For a group of young 
boys in the mountains,  
nothing beat the howl of
a special coon dog
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                The    
                 SweetestSound

By   
rick Bragg

I cannot remember everything, but I remember that 

stingy moon, remember a sliver of cold in a black sky, thin 

and useless. You might as well try to light your way with 

a piece of broken glass, for all the good it was. My flash-

light, a relic from the Korean War, had died about eighteen 

seconds after full dark. The boys in front of me, friends, 

brothers, and cousins, mostly, were barely better off.  

They had to shake their hand-me-down batteries every few 

steps to coerce a last feeble glint of electricity, but I could 

have shaken mine like a Birmingham Hoochie Koo and still 

been walking in the dark. Only my brother Sam, who was 
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born grown, who already had sideburns at age thirteen, had a good battery 
in his light. He was irritating that way. People said the day he was born he 
just dusted himself off in the hospital and walked home.

But, except for the threat of falling to our deaths down some crevasse, 
I guess we did not really need light. Our direction was determined not 
by what we could see but by what we could hear. We followed the sound 
across that frozen ground, followed a thing faint, constant, lovely, as 
we trudged single file across the haunted ridges and deep into the black 
hollows, the mist shining silver where that one good flashlight bored 
through the dark.

I can still hear it, after all these years. The poet in me—well, the never-
was poet in me—would like to call it music, but it was pret-
tier than that, prettier than I can say. It would have been 
nice to sit on a porch and hear it, but the other boys looked 
at me funny when I suggested that. Only the boys afraid of 
the dark, or the cold, or monsters, stayed home. I went, this 
one time, to show I was not one of them.

I was the youngest, and so the last in line. As we made our 
way diagonally up a ridge, rocks turning our ankles beneath 
the slick carpet of leaves, I felt myself begin to slide sicken-
ingly straight down the mountain, straight toward what I 
knew to be a bone-breaking deadfall. I caught myself on a 
gummy pine sapling, breathed a minute, and started up again, even far-
ther behind. No one had even turned around, and the romantic in me, 
the one who read about lost souls on desert islands, wondered how long 
I would have lain there, broken and forgotten. My brothers said I thought 
like that because I read too many books. 

But falling was not romantic on the mountain. Falling was what you 
did up here. You walked; you fell. You chewed some Brown’s Mule, or some 
Beech-Nut, if your stomach could handle it. I did not chew, so mostly I 
just walked and fell.

What a dumbass I was, I thought, as I slid again and lost thirty yards 
of the uphill ground I had gained. A smart boy would have chased some 
brighter light, somewhere, because the light was where the girls lived. 
A smart boy would have been in town, leaning on the hood of a car at 
the Rocket Drive Inn with a Cherry Coke in one hand and a beautiful 
woman in the other. Or, at least, that was how I figured it should be. I 
was not yet ten years old, and a beautiful woman would have sent me 
into a convulsion.

No, we went the other way, away from perfume and soft shoulders, 
gouging deeper and deeper into the dark, into the foothills of the 
Appalachians along the Alabama-Georgia line. It was November, maybe 
even as late as December, 1969, but it could have been any night when 
boredom was stronger than common sense, after the cold sent the snakes 
down into the earth, and walking out into nothing was as much adven-
ture as we could divine.

My big brother, Sam, was only three years older than me, but he drove 
a Willys Jeep he had hacked out of a rust pile and made to live again by 
soaking its bones in buckets of dirty gasoline. And so, he got to walk 
in front. He had an ax in a tow sack, but no gun. This was as far from a 
gentleman’s hunt as I guess a fellow could get.

We were all the same, us boys, on the outside. We did not own big par-
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kas or camouflage anything, because while we still had real winter back 
then, it was too short in which to invest much wealth. We wore flannel 
shirts and thermal undershirts and something called a car coat, a thin 
and useless thing that, as near as I could tell, was made out of polyester, 
cat hair, and itch. Walmart would, one day, sell a trillion of them. We got 
a new one every other year; that, and a gross of underwear.

The smart ones in the group wore two pairs of pants, even three, be-
cause the briars ripped at our legs with every step. Sometime, back in the 
times of our grandfathers, these mountains had been old-growth hard-
woods and towering pines, but none of us could remember a time when 
the South looked like that. Old men talked of an age when the great trees 

towered into the clouds and the forest floor was 
dark and smooth and clean, but these moun-
tains had been clear-cut generations before, 
creating a tangled mess of skinny trees fighting 
for the light, with undergrowth and saw briars 
strung between them like razor wire. 

   It was a time before hunting was a fashion. 
We hunted in our work boots, laced up around 
two pairs of socks—three, if you were grow-
ing into them. The ones who had gloves wore 
them and the ones who didn’t walked through 

the woods with a pair of tube socks over our hands. I guess an outsider 
would have laughed at us, but outsiders did not get to go.

So armored, spitting , and breathing hard, we attacked the mountain. 
And no one said a word. I tried to whine, once, and ducked just in time 
to avoid being slapped back down the mountain.

“Hush,” my brother hissed, then, gentler: “Listen.”
The baying was so thin it vanished in the wind in the trees.
But he could hear it plain.
“Joe,” he said.

H

We OfTen gOT THingS, BacK THen, nO One elSe WanT-  
ed. We were the poorest relations and naturally became the repository 
for things cracked, busted, rusted, or slightly burned. Kinfolks and other 
well-meaning people brought us these things with a straight face, but we 
knew. The dump charged between three and five dollars a load, while we 
took their castoffs for free, took their refrigerators that did not cool, and 
fans that did not spin, and big, heavy televisions stuck permanently on a 
horizontal roll. “You can fix it,” they always said, and drove away. At one 
point, my grandmother Ava had three radios on her dresser that were as 
mute as a stone. People even brought us tires worn completely through. 
“You can get them recapped,” they said. Now how in the hell do you do 
that, unless your last name is Goodyear?

That is how we got Joe.
Joe was a coon dog, a fierce mixed-breed dog, a mass of quivering 

muscle and intelligence. You could see the black and tan in him, and 
bluetick, and even some red feist, but mostly he seemed composed of 
thin white lines where his body had been ripped and torn, as if instead 
of breeding those bloodlines into him some Doctor Frankenstein had 
just sewn him together from spare parts. He had a savaged snout and no 

T h e  S p o rt i n g  S o u t h     ParT  H  1    t h e  S w e e t e S t  S o u n d

a SmarT Boy would 
have ChaSed Some 
BrighTer lighT, 
Somewhere, BeCauSe 
The lighT waS where 
The girlS lived



ears, none. Coons had chewed them off at the skull.
We got him not because he was wounded or finished, but because he 

would not stay in a pen. He belonged to a tough old pulpwooder named 
Hoyt Cochran, who penned him with a gyp named Bell. But Joe was a 
climber, and so, when no one was looking, he would scale the chain link 
or dog wire like a monkey and go hunt free. He did not run trash, and he 
was fearless, and he would hold a tree for five hours. “Hold a tree all night,” 
my brother said. But a dog that cannot be kept is a worrisome thing, so 
Sam bought Joe cheap, probably saving him from a bullet.

He drove a steel rod in the dirt of the backyard and fixed to that several 
feet of heavy chain. Joe lived most of his long life that way, staked down 
between his water bucket, food bowl—really an upside-down hubcap—
and his doghouse, a plywood shell covered over with shingles and filled 
with fresh hay.

I would watch him there many days, my heart breaking a little, be-
cause nothing should live like that. Every now and then the wind would 
carry a scent to him there and he would drag his chain in the direction of 
that smell and pull it tight, his ruined nose twitching, and bay.

It came to me eventually that his time on the chain was not living, 
and the only time he was really alive was on the mountain. There, he was 
something different. “He beat a lot of dogs, a lot of expen-
sive, pure-breed dogs,” Sam said, years later. To him, Joe 
was just one more discarded thing he was able to get some 
good out of, his way of saying to the discarders, yeah, the 
joke’s on you.

Joe knew it, too, knew that he was something more. If 
he treed a coon with a pack of lesser dogs, or just one noisy 
dog who barked if he treed a coon or barked if he scratched 
himself, he would set himself apart, and fix his head in the direction of 
the coon and hold it there, as if to say to the humans, If you were gonna 
bring along this white trash, what did you need me for?

“He didn’t like an ill dog,” Sam said. “He meant for the others to 
behave.”

 He hunted him with a pure-breed black and tan named Blackie, a gift 
from an uncle. Blackie had a lovely voice but was prone to get lost and 
wander for days. 

But together, off in the distance, they made that beautiful sound.
Coon dogs have one bark when they strike a trail, an excited, insistent 

one, and another, steadier, melodic, as they trail, and a third, urgent, 
excited, when they tree. But it was the trail bark that was most lovely.

“Joe had a kind of sharp ‘yerp’ sound, and Blackie had more of a 
‘yowl,’ and when they were on that trail that sound would get to rolling, 
kinda, in the distance, and that was what was so pretty,” my brother said.

H

YERP!
YOWl!
YERP!
YOWl!

And the boys in the cold and the dark forgot about falling off the moun-
tain and slid and scrambled in the direction of that sound, faster and 
faster. It was the pure excitement of it that hurried them, not the chance 
that Joe would not stay treed. Sam knew that when he got there, there 

would be a coon either in the tree or dead on the ground, because if Joe 
caught one in the open, it was done. “He learned to kill them without 
getting hurt real bad, but not in time to save his ears.”

This night, we were still what seemed a mile away when we heard  
that change—heard the baying ratchet itself up—and knew that the 
dogs were treed.

“Talk to ’im, son,” my brother hollered, and the other little boys 
whooped, and I swear one or two of them jumped for joy. To say we didn’t 
get out much does not nearly cover it.

We got there in time to see Joe running a wide circle around the tree, 
once, twice. That way he made sure that the coon had not outsmarted 
him and slipped away. Then he put his front paws on the trunk, and sang 
to us. Our one good light played up into the branches of a pine, and there 
he was, a big boar coon. I know that a big boar was more than enough for 
most dogs, all teeth and razor blades. But he did not look big or danger-
ous. He just looked scared, behind his black mask, a thing I knew to be 
deceptive. Sam climbed the tree and, carefully, with a small ax, knocked 
the coon to the ground, and the dogs closed in. That might not be the 
way others did it, the purists of this sport, but it was the way a troop of 
bloodthirsty redneck boys did it in the winter of 1969. I do not remem-

ber a terrible fight, because Joe was such an 
assassin and was on his throat in an instant, 
but I remember an odd quiet when it was done, 
and boys, looking like little boys again, milling 
around, not sure what to do with their hands. 
We put the limp coon in the tow sack. There 
was a man in Jacksonville who paid cash mon-
ey for it, not for the skin but the meat. 

My brother hunted another forty years, and still does, when his wore-
out body will allow. He grew gentler—not a lot, but some—and some-
times just hunted to hear that sound, and dragged his dogs off the tree 
and went home once he knew the pretty part of it was done. He saw the 
sport change, and changed with it. He hunted on into his fifties, on into 
an age of tracking devices and shock collars. He carried a GPS. He asked 
me once to put the shock collar on so he could test it, but I have gotten 
some smarter since 1969.

But my time in the mountains, listening to the dogs, ended when I was 
a boy. When I think of it, which I often do, I am always ten years old, wad-
dling across that mountain in so many pants my legs won’t bend at the 
knee, knowing that if I fell I would never get up again.

Joe lived to be more than fifteen years old. “I finally just turned him 
loose,” said my brother. “His teeth were wore down to nothing. But you 
know, I’d come home from work and he’d be gone, and I’d hear him off in 
the distance, and I’d have to go and get him off a tree, somewhere behind 
the house.” It may be that there was a coon up there, or, near the end, it 
may be that he just thought there was. I guess there is no reason to think 
he would be any different from people, in that way.

Every now and then my big brother will ask me if I want to go for one 
last walk up the mountain, behind a new dog, but I just say, no, I’ll listen 
from here. From the porch of my mother’s house you can sometimes hear 
that sound, faintly, drifting down through the trees, and I shift my weight 
on the boards of the porch, and think how fine it is that an old man does 
not have to prove he is any kind of man, anymore. 
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Flat-out BeautiFul 
Oliver White admires a bonefish caught  
not far from Abaco Lodge.
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aBaCo lodge 
b a h a M a s

 
Oliver White was a top fishing guide in Argen-
tina in 2004 when he met, then guided, the New 
York City hedge fund impresario Bill Ackman. 
Ackman was so impressed with White that he 
hired him to manage money for his fund. White 
took to the new job extremely well, but after 
two years of the indoor battleground, he de-
cided his heart was outside, in the “woods and 
water.” In 2008 he purchased an old hotel on 
the Bahamian island of Abaco and turned it 
into arguably the best fishing lodge in the is-
lands. Abaco Lodge—a series of well-appointed 
private rooms plus a pool, a fire pit, and a large 
dining area that overlooks the water—offers 
something for both the novice and the expert. 
The lodge is located  on the world-famous Marls, 
a 200-square-mile expanse of marine wilder-
ness, home to countless easy-to-catch, two-to-
five-pound bonefish. The more experienced 
fisherman can opt to go after some of the big-
gest and most challenging bones (and the oc-
casional permit) on the string of cays that line 
the ocean side of the island, just minutes away 
from the lodge. abacolodge.com

Bahia honda SporTing CluB 
F l o r i D a

 
The Florida Keys have long been known for per-
haps the best tarpon fishing in the world, but ar-
ranging a trip there—finding a guide and places 

lead to the brackish Calcasieu Lake, famed for 
its large redfish and speckled trout of up to ten 
pounds. Fishing guides at Grosse Savanne also 
have access to southeastern Louisiana’s excel-
lent Gulf-side saltwater marshes, which hap-
pen to be fishing very well again after Katrina. 
Those who prefer to target largemouth bass 
have two big (484 acres and 84 acres) fresh-
water impoundments at their disposal. The 
lodge treats guests to meals with a heavy Cajun 
bent: Crawfish and shrimp are house staples. 
grossesavanne.com

honey lake planTaTion 
F l o r i D a

 
Smack dab in the middle of northern Florida’s 
Honey Lake Plantation is its namesake lake, 
an eighty-acre spring-fed beauty with healthy 
populations of largemouth bass that reach 
weights of up to twelve pounds. Three other 
such lakes dot the 4,700-acre property. The bass 
fishing alone—particularly in early spring— 
would be reason enough to visit. But the hunt-
ing might be an even bigger draw. Guests of 
Honey Lake hunt for quail, ducks, and doves—
sometimes all three species in a single day, de-
pending on the season. There is also superb 
hunting for turkey and white-tailed deer. Quail 
hunting takes place from the backs of the 
plantation’s Tennessee Walking Horses, and 
over the field-trial-winning setters and point-
ers. A typical weeklong stay at Honey Lake 
might also include a day spent at the resort’s 

spa or on its well-designed twelve-station 
sporting clays course. The plantation handles 
large groups with ease—it currently has forty- 
eight rooms, and plans to add another one 
hundred. One unique feature: A church on 
the property features the oldest stained-glass 
windows in the state. High season for book-
ings and sport is December through February. 
honeylakeplantation.com

hunT river lodge 
l a b r a D o r ,  c a n a D a

 
Chris Verbiski was a mining prospector in 
Labrador, down to his last few Canadian pen-
nies, when he and his then-partner happened 
upon a rust-colored slash on a rock high above 
Voisey’s Bay. That slash turned out to be the 
home of the richest nickel and copper mine 
in the world. Verbiski, who is now forty-five, 
leveraged that find into another precious com-
modity—some of the world’s best fishing for 
the “king of gamefish,” the Atlantic salmon. 
Sportsmen have long celebrated Labrador 
for its excellent fishing. What it lacked were 
accommodations to match. Verbiski’s Hunt 
River Lodge, in northern Labrador, has filled 
that need with aplomb, with modern rooms 
and amenities. The lower Hunt River is stacked 
with eight-to-twenty-pound fish, fresh from 
the ocean and eager to take dry flies, a method 
many consider the pinnacle of salmon angling. 
But the upper portion—an utterly wild eight-
mile stretch—is where the magic happens. 

conundrum of having perhaps too many op-
tions at hand. The lodge boasts some 24,000 
acres of hunting land, more than 1,500 of them 
dedicated to quail hunting, which is done in 
concert with Cabin Bluff’s pointing and flushing 
dogs. Turkey hunting is superb in the spring. 
Fall offers chances for wild boar and deer. 
Fishermen hop aboard the lodge’s Hell’s Bay 

flats boats to target redfish, speck-
led trout, and—in summer—tar- 
pon. Straight across the river, 
which is part of the Intracoastal 
Waterway, await the day-trip- 
worthy splendors of Cumberland 
Island, a national seashore that is 
home to feral horses, great horned 

owls, and wood storks. cabinbluff.com

groSSe Savanne 
l o u i s i a n a

 
Grosse Savanne is deep in the heart of Cajun 
country, just south of Lake Charles, Louisiana, 
an area recently recovered from the ravages of 
Hurricane Katrina. The lodge offers 50,000 pri-
vately managed acres of sporting bliss. Hunters 
will find dozens of blinds hidden among the 
marshes, over which thousands of ducks (mal-
lards, pintails, gadwalls, and teal) and geese 
(white-fronted and snow) fly each year. The 
plantation-style lodge building, which has a 
gaming room complete with pool and poker 
tables and hosts up to eighteen guests at a time, 
is situated on a series of marshy canals that 

No one had ever really fished that part of the 
river before Verbiski opened his camp last year, 
and thirteen of its twenty pools remain un-
named. The camp offers a rare shot at sporting 
immortality: If you land and release a fish of 
twenty pounds or more, you get to name that 
pool. atlanticrivers.com

prairie wildlife 
M i s s i s s i P P i

 
A few years ago, a farmer named Jimmy Bryan 
decided he wanted to get back into quail hunt- 
ing, a pastime he hadn’t pursued since the 
1960s. He wanted to do it right, so he hired 
some wildlife biologists to create perfect habi-
tat for eastern bobwhite quail in the middle of 
his 6,000-acre West Point, Mississippi, farm. 
In essence, he returned his land to its original 
state, the blackland prairie that once ran from 
Mississippi up through Kansas, thick with blue-
stem and switchgrass. The restoration resulted 
in some of the South’s finest wild quail hunting, 
most of it done from the back of mule-drawn 
wagons. The restored habitat has another bo-
nus: The lodge now also has excellent deer 
and rabbit hunting. Prairie Wildlife officially 
opened four years ago with the completion of 
its five-bedroom lodge. There are also a set of 
cottages, one of Orvis’s  wing shooting schools, 
and a Land Rover driving school. What’s more, 
the lodge lies within a 150-mile radius of Mem-
phis, Birmingham, and Jackson—not far to 
travel to go back in time. prairiewildlife.com

to eat and sleep—was always a bit of an adven-
ture for those of us who aren’t natural-born do-
it-yourselfers. Gordon Baggett, a former guide 
in the Bahamas and a onetime professional 
bull rider, believed there was a better way. So 
he started Bahia Honda, the first all-inclusive 
lodge in the Keys. Baggett put a premium on 
flexibility. Guides stay on the premises—a  
Mediterranean-style mansion on 
sixteen acres of land—so guests 
can sync their days on the water to 
the best fishing times. The lodge’s 
specialty is tarpon, which Baggett 
and his guides target on both the 
Atlantic and the Gulf sides of the 
lower Keys, generally regarded as 
the less crowded part of the archipelago. The 
average tarpon size: eighty pounds. Baggett 
keeps his lodge small and intimate, hosting 
only eight guests at a time. When not on the 
water, those guests can relax by the pool and 
feast on the lodge’s excellent meals, which have 
a decidedly locavore feel. The guides harvest 
main courses of snapper, venison, and alligator. 
bahiahondaclub.com

CaBin Bluff 
G e o r G i a

 
Cabin Bluff sits among the pines and spartina 
grass on the banks of southeastern Georgia’s 
Cumberland River, combining a gilded histo-
ry that dates back to 1928 with top-of-the-line 
modern amenities. Guests have the blessed 

luxe loDging  
From left: The deck at 
Abaco Lodge; a bird 
dog locks up at Honey 
Lake Plantation; the 
main quarters at Prairie 
Wildlife; an Atlantic 
salmon gets released.
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